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Learn how Annie spells and says different words out loud and explores words that have "sh,"
"th," and "wh." How is the "wh" sound in "white" different from the . Please enjoy these fun and
simple digraph practice pages! Each digraph (sh, ch, th and wh) has one page each that helps
students identify words with the . Words using the digraph wh (breath sound).. Skill: digraph wh
(breath sound). A digraph has two letters, but one completely new sound.The "th" digraph
represents two sounds, as in "thin" and "this", but the "wh" digraph should be taught as one, the
"blowing out a candle" sound, /hw/.Common consonant digraph word lists. sh, ch, th and wh
words. Helpful during small group instruction | See more about Words, Small Groups and St.
Patrick's . This simple song focuses on the digraph -wh and the sound the letters make together.
It tells and shows different words that begin with -wh, especially focusing . Beginning consonant
blends - sw, tw, dw, squ. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. . 11. Beginning. Beginning consonant
blends - pl, gl, spl .. wh/wheel, wh/who .Explore Cindy Hathorn's board "Ch Th Sh Wh" on
Pinterest, a visual bookmarking tool that helps you discover and save creative ideas | See more
about Phonics .. Blends, Digraphs and Diphthongs . Blends . Two or more consonants, when
combined make a certain sound and two sounds are heard. Digraphs . Two consonants, when.
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Certain combinations of two or more consonant letters are called letter blends. Letter blends
appear in the beginning or at the end of words to create specific sounds. Ch Sh Wh Sh sounds
game to practice phonics for preschoolers and kindergarten to learn phonics digraphs.
Jan 25, 2013 . Blending 'wh' Sounds. TheDizkis. Beginning Readers Grammar Phonics Lesson,
Common Blends-Sh, Ck, Th, Ing, Qu, Ch - Duration: 4:06. Learn how Annie spells and says
different words out loud and explores words that have "sh," "th," and "wh." How is the "wh"
sound in "white" different from the . Please enjoy these fun and simple digraph practice pages!
Each digraph (sh, ch, th and wh) has one page each that helps students identify words with the .
Words using the digraph wh (breath sound).. Skill: digraph wh (breath sound). A digraph has
two letters, but one completely new sound.The "th" digraph represents two sounds, as in "thin"
and "this", but the "wh" digraph should be taught as one, the "blowing out a candle" sound,
/hw/.Common consonant digraph word lists. sh, ch, th and wh words. Helpful during small group
instruction | See more about Words, Small Groups and St. Patrick's . This simple song focuses
on the digraph -wh and the sound the letters make together. It tells and shows different words
that begin with -wh, especially focusing . Beginning consonant blends - sw, tw, dw, squ. …. ….
…. …. …. …. …. …. . 11. Beginning. Beginning consonant blends - pl, gl, spl .. wh/wheel,
wh/who .Explore Cindy Hathorn's board "Ch Th Sh Wh" on Pinterest, a visual bookmarking tool
that helps you discover and save creative ideas | See more about Phonics .
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"th," and "wh." How is the "wh" sound in "white" different from the . Please enjoy these fun and
simple digraph practice pages! Each digraph (sh, ch, th and wh) has one page each that helps
students identify words with the . Words using the digraph wh (breath sound).. Skill: digraph wh

(breath sound). A digraph has two letters, but one completely new sound.The "th" digraph
represents two sounds, as in "thin" and "this", but the "wh" digraph should be taught as one, the
"blowing out a candle" sound, /hw/.Common consonant digraph word lists. sh, ch, th and wh
words. Helpful during small group instruction | See more about Words, Small Groups and St.
Patrick's . This simple song focuses on the digraph -wh and the sound the letters make together.
It tells and shows different words that begin with -wh, especially focusing . Beginning consonant
blends - sw, tw, dw, squ. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. . 11. Beginning. Beginning consonant
blends - pl, gl, spl .. wh/wheel, wh/who .Explore Cindy Hathorn's board "Ch Th Sh Wh" on
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Consonant clusters or blends, are the names given to two or three consonants that appear
together in a word. Each consonant retains its sound when blended. Consonants, Blends and
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Learn how Annie spells and says different words out loud and explores words that have "sh,"
"th," and "wh." How is the "wh" sound in "white" different from the . Please enjoy these fun and
simple digraph practice pages! Each digraph (sh, ch, th and wh) has one page each that helps
students identify words with the . Words using the digraph wh (breath sound).. Skill: digraph wh
(breath sound). A digraph has two letters, but one completely new sound.The "th" digraph
represents two sounds, as in "thin" and "this", but the "wh" digraph should be taught as one, the
"blowing out a candle" sound, /hw/.Common consonant digraph word lists. sh, ch, th and wh
words. Helpful during small group instruction | See more about Words, Small Groups and St.
Patrick's . This simple song focuses on the digraph -wh and the sound the letters make together.
It tells and shows different words that begin with -wh, especially focusing . Beginning consonant
blends - sw, tw, dw, squ. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. …. . 11. Beginning. Beginning consonant
blends - pl, gl, spl .. wh/wheel, wh/who .Explore Cindy Hathorn's board "Ch Th Sh Wh" on
Pinterest, a visual bookmarking tool that helps you discover and save creative ideas | See more
about Phonics . Jan 25, 2013 . Blending 'wh' Sounds. TheDizkis. Beginning Readers Grammar
Phonics Lesson, Common Blends-Sh, Ck, Th, Ing, Qu, Ch - Duration: 4:06.
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Jan 25, 2013 . Blending 'wh' Sounds. TheDizkis. Beginning Readers Grammar Phonics Lesson,
Common Blends-Sh, Ck, Th, Ing, Qu, Ch - Duration: 4:06. Learn how Annie spells and says
different words out loud and explores words that have "sh," "th," and "wh." How is the "wh"
sound in "white" different from the . Please enjoy these fun and simple digraph practice pages!
Each digraph (sh, ch, th and wh) has one page each that helps students identify words with the .
Words using the digraph wh (breath sound).. Skill: digraph wh (breath sound). A digraph has
two letters, but one completely new sound.The "th" digraph represents two sounds, as in "thin"
and "this", but the "wh" digraph should be taught as one, the "blowing out a candle" sound,
/hw/.Common consonant digraph word lists. sh, ch, th and wh words. Helpful during small group
instruction | See more about Words, Small Groups and St. Patrick's . This simple song focuses
on the digraph -wh and the sound the letters make together. It tells and shows different words
that begin with -wh, especially focusing . Beginning consonant blends - sw, tw, dw, squ. …. ….
…. …. …. …. …. …. . 11. Beginning. Beginning consonant blends - pl, gl, spl .. wh/wheel,
wh/who .Explore Cindy Hathorn's board "Ch Th Sh Wh" on Pinterest, a visual bookmarking tool
that helps you discover and save creative ideas | See more about Phonics .
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